ABSTRACT Summary: COMPAM is a tool for visualizing relationships among multiple whole genomes by combining all pairwise genome alignments. It displays shared conserved regions (blocks) and where these blocks occur (edges) as block relation graphs which can be explored interactively. An unannotated genome, e.g. can then be explored using information from well-annotated genomes, COG-based genome annotation and genes. COMPAM can run either as a stand-alone application or through an applet that is provided as service to PLATCOM, a toolset for whole genome comparative analysis, where a wide variety of genomes can be easily selected. Features provided by COMPAM include the ability to export genome relationship information into file formats that can be used by other existing tools.
INTRODUCTION
As more whole genomes become available, there is an opportunity to better and more deeply understand relationships among organisms. Although a number of multiple genome alignment algorithms have been developed, they can miss a large number of common protein coding genes (Choi et al., 2005a) . One way these kinds of problems can be addressed is to use pairwise genome alignments directly, but visualizing all pairwise alignments of n genomes, which results in ðn/2Þ ¼ ½n · ðn À 1Þ/2 pairs, in a single display window is very challenging. We have developed a visualization tool to combine pairwise alignments of multiple genomes (COMPAM) to address these challenges.
There are existing tools that either enable visualizing multiple genome sequence alignments (Chakrabarti and Pachter, 2004; Shah et al., 2004; Kozik et al., 2002; Darling et al., 2004; Choudhuri et al., 2004; Carver et al., 2005) or enable comparative analysis of whole genomes (Rasko et al., 2005; Choi et al., 2005b; Nix and Eisen, 2005) .
FEATURES
For input COMPAM requires the genome sequence in FastaA format (.fna files), gene/COG family information (.ptt files) and all pairwise comparisons of the genomes by Blastz. COMPAM can run as either a standalone application or as a service to PLAT-COM (Choi et al., 2005b) . Users can select from a wide assortment of genomes. In this section we briefly present three important features of COMPAM: (1) it summarizes significant elements of the alignments; (2) summarizes n À 1 genome alignments with respect to a particular genome and (3) displays simultaneously the collection of n whole aligned genomes. We will sketch how COM-PAM works.
In step 1, a genome is compared with all other genomes using Blastz. The n À 1 results are then combined to compute overlapped regions. In step 2, summaries are generated for all n genomes from step 1 and the resulting overlapped regions found. In step 3, regions are selected to make block nodes. A block node is defined as a connected component in the interval graph. Given a genome sequence in G i , each interval in G i in a pair of intervals from two genomes, say G i and G j (i 6 ¼ j), becomes a node in the interval graph and an edge is created when two overlapping intervals in G i share subsequences of a user-defined length or longer. Block nodes include information about overlaps, the genomes, COGs and genes. In step 4 a block relation graph (block graph) is constructed where nodes are block nodes in the interval graph and edges are matched blocks from pairwise alignments. Users can interact and explore the block graph by selecting blocks. Users can adjust block depth, which is defined as the depth of children visited in the block graph while performing breadth-first search.
COMPAM provides a number of features, some of which we highlight here: support for comparative annotation of new genomes in comparison with well-annotated genomes; interactive exploration of block graphs including paths up to length 3 from any particular block (depth control); divided dynamic zoom (from low to high resolution) of genomic regions; ability to export DNA sequences of a block from any block graph path and perform a multiple sequence alignment of them; display of various annotations from COGs and genes including frequency of overlapping regions and average scores; ability to select/hide matches with three different filtering methods; display of various statistics of the selected genomes.
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PROCESSING AND IMPLEMENTATION
Our running example will use five whole bacterial genomes. COM-PAM provides a quick overview of multiple pairwise genome alignments, which can be useful to annotate a new genome in relation to other genomes. Assume we are given a new genome. COMPAM executes steps one and two resulting in a block graph. Then, as depicted in Figure 1 , COMPAM shows all overlapped regions with the previously annotated genomes. Figure 2 provides a more detailed example of exploring an unknown genomic region. Consider when we observe a particular region in this new genome that is not annotated with any COG or gene information, but has a high overlap frequency with other annotated genomes. This first observation is shown in (a). The region is denoted as a red rectangle. We next explore the block graph of depth one shown in (b). To check further relationships we examine the block graph to depths of two and three as shown in (c). Two of the paths have been selected and shown in (d). Observe that a region in Haemophilus influenza is related to other genomes Staphylococcus aureus and Methanococcus jannaschii through the block graph. The multiple alignment of selected regions in the path using Clustal-W as shown in (e).
DATA PREPARATION
COMPAM can be coupled with any pairwise local genome alignment programs as long as the comparison result is in COMPAM format. We currently provide a script to convert the alignment result with Blastz to a COMPAM input data. Users can download precomputed genome alignment data from our web server. Otherwise, users can compute COMPAM input data using the genomic DNA sequences with the scripts provided on the web server.
PLATFORM SPECIFICATIONS
COMPAM consists of two modules: (1) data processing and extraction (2) visualization. The data processing and extraction module is responsible for calculating frequency of overlapped regions, creating the block graphs, simple statistics and so forth. This module is written in Perl 5.8.0. The visualization module is implemented using 
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
COMPAM is an easy-to-use tool that allows quick and efficient exploration of genomic sequence. We are currently working on improving the efficiency of block discovery. We will provide a set of scripts to convert outputs from existing genome alignment programs to the COMPAM input data. Further, we are making a library of COMPAM visualizations and block graphs.
